Motivated by applications in wireless networks and the Internet of Things, we consider a model of n nodes trying to reach consensus with high probability on their majority bit. Each node i is assigned a bit at time 0 and is a finite automaton with m bits of memory (i.e., 2 m states) and a Poisson clock. When the clock of i rings, i can choose to communicate and is then matched to a uniformly chosen node j. The nodes j and i may update their states based on the state of the other node. Previous work has focused on minimizing the time to consensus and the probability of error, while our goal is minimizing the number of communications. We show that, when m > 3 log log log(n), consensus can be reached with linear communication cost, but this is impossible if m < log log log(n). A key step is to distinguish when nodes can become aware of knowing the majority bit and stop communicating. We show that this is impossible if their memory is too low.
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distributed computing | consensus | communication | memory C onsensus algorithms, which enable distributed parties to make decisions in the absence of a central leader, are widely used in distributed systems that require coordination, including blockchains (1, 2) and sensor networks (3, 4) . Such systems are often resource constrained, with participating nodes having limited bandwidth, power, or storage. As such, it is important for consensus algorithms to minimize resource costs, including communication, computation, convergence time, and/or storage. This observation leads to a natural question: what is the minimum resource cost for any consensus protocol? Decades of distributed systems literature have studied how to optimize resource costs like completion time, typically under the assumption that nodes always communicate whenever they are allowed to. However, such an assumption is not representative of, say, wireless networks of battery-powered devices (e.g., the Internet of Things), where remaining silent can preserve battery life. Indeed, many wireless devices go to great lengths to minimize the amount of time spent actively communicating. Low-power wireless devices are also more likely to have limited storage than traditional computers.
In this work, we consider a communication model that is motivated by a wireless network of resource-constrained devices, although similar models have been used to describe physical processes, such as biological computation models (5) . We make three primary modeling assumptions: 1) nodes are storage constrained, 2) nodes refrain from communicating whenever possible, and 3) the dominant cost of communication is setting up the connection. Assumption 2 models sleepy end devices that are normally disabled but occasionally wake to poll other nodes; such devices are commonly represented in low-power Internet of Things device networking protocols (6) . Assumption 3 is motivated by the observation that, when two mobile devices exchange a message of <1 kB in a line-of-sight setting, the initial Transport Layer Security handshake comprises over 85% of the power overhead (7) . As such, our model penalizes the establishment of a communication channel but not the number of bits sent over that channel. Furthermore, although we do not explicitly charge the number of bits sent in our protocol, our protocols transmit well under 1 kB for reasonable network sizes, and therefore, we are operating in a regime where establishing a connection is the energy bottleneck. Our goal is to design probabilistic majority consensus protocols that obey a per-node memory constraint while minimizing the total communication across all nodes.
Model
We summarize our model, which is fully specified in The Model. Consider a set of n nodes in a complete graph topology, each of which can be in one of s possible states. * At the beginning of the protocol, each node i is assigned a bit bi ∈ {0, 1}, which is stored in its memory. Let b be the majority bit, and let p ∈ (1/2, 1) be the fraction of the nodes for which bi = b. We assume 1 4 ) is known to the protocol. We call p − 1 2 the initial advantage. Nodes communicate in a pairwise manner, similar to the standard pairwise random interaction model in most population protocols. We consider an asynchronous model where each node i has an independent, unit rate Poisson clock. When i's clock rings, i may choose to either do nothing (which costs zero) or initiate a communication (which costs one). If i chooses to communicate, it will be connected with another node j chosen uniformly at random, and the two nodes update their states based on the state of the other node. The notion of a node choosing whether or not it wants to initiate a communication is an important feature of our model. Our goal is to minimize Significance Algorithms that allow a large number, n, of processors to reach consensus are of substantial current interest due to applications in sensor networks and blockchains. When each processor is assigned an initial bit, the consensus bit should match the majority of these bits with high probability. We present a consensus algorithm where the total number of communications between all processors grows linearly in n, yet each processor uses surprisingly few bits of memory; we also prove a lower bound that shows that this memory requirement is sharp up to a factor of three. Our result contrasts with previous algorithms where the consensus matches the majority with probability one at the cost of a superlinear number of communications.
the total communication cost (sum over all of the nodes) of the protocol. Note that we do not use the word "asynchronous" in the sense of unbounded communication delays but simply to describe the continuous time communication model. We also assume that the protocol can depend on n; however, nodes need not have enough memory to store n directly.
At any time t ≥ 0, each node i has an estimate for b, which we call the belief bit of i. We have reached consensus (sometimes called convergence [to majority]) when all nodes have belief bit equal to b. We say that a node is in a terminal state if nodes in this state will never change state and never initiate further communications. We say that we have reached terminal consensus if all nodes are in a terminal state and have belief bit equal to b. The goal is to reach consensus or terminal consensus with high probability (w.h.p.), meaning with probability 1 − o(1), while minimizing communication. Notice that this class of protocols can assign nonzero probability to events where the nodes agree on the wrong bit or even where the nodes never come to agreement in the first place. We note that previous work (8, 9) focused on providing tight characterizations of the hitting probabilities of the absorption states. Our notion of terminal consensus is related to the notion of stabilization commonly referred to in the literature; however, stabilization has no requirement on communication initiations.
We say that a state is stable if a node in this state will never change its belief bit. Notice that, when we reach terminal consensus, all nodes are in stable states, while this is not necessarily the case when we reach consensus.
Main Results
It is immediate that any protocol, regardless of the memory constraint s, must incur a communication cost of Ω(n). Our main results provide upper and lower bounds for the threshold on s above which Θ(n) communications are sufficient. Earlier literature has studied consensus protocols for the asynchronous model with Θ(n log n) communications and O(1) (e.g., s = 3) states of memory (9) (10) (11) . Our results, summarized in Fig. 1 , show that these earlier-studied protocols are optimal (up to multiplication by a constant) for the case where s = O(1).
Theorem 1 (Upper Bound). For any fixed ∈ (0, 1/4], there exists a constant C > 0 and an asynchronous consensus protocol such that w.h.p., terminal consensus is achieved with C n communications using s = C (log log n) 3 states of memory per node if
This upper bound is proved by describing and analyzing an explicit consensus protocol described in Proof Outlines. Although it is not our goal to minimize running time, we remark that the protocol terminates in time O(log n) w.h.p. We also first present a simpler protocol for the asynchronous model, which illustrates the key structure for the protocol that achieves our upper bound.
Proposition (Simpler Upper Bound). For any fixed ∈ (0, 1/4], there exists a positive constant C = Θ( −2 ) and an asynchronous consensus protocol such that w.h.p., terminal consensus is achieved with C n communications using s = (C log n) 2 states of memory per node if p is in [1/2 + , 1 − ].
The following theorem provides a lower bound on the communication cost for nodes with a given memory constraint s. In particular, the theorem implies that consensus among nodes with o(log log n) states of memory cannot be achieved with Θ(n) communication cost.
Theorem 2 (Lower Bound). For any ∈ (0, 1/4), consider an arbitrary asynchronous consensus protocol, which achieves consensus on the correct bit with probability >1/2 for any n ∈ N, b ∈ {0, 1}, and p ∈ [1/2 + , 1 − ]. There is a constant c > 0 depending only on such that w.h.p. and for s < log log n − c −1 , the protocol incurs communication cost at least cns −1 log n. Furthermore, for s < log log n − c −1 , it holds w.h.p. that no node is ever in a stable state.
We end this section with a brief heuristic argument explaining the appearance of a memory, which is polynomial in log log n in Theorems 1 and 2. We emphasize that the heuristic is very rough and that the reader should consult Proof Outlines for details. A synchronous variant of the model where the nodes interact at integer times (rather than the times of a Poisson clock) is analyzed in the full version of this paper (12) . In the synchronous model, we get matching (up to a multiplicative constant) upper and lower bounds for the threshold of linear communication cost, which is s of order log log n. The protocol for the synchronous model is divided into rounds, and in each round, a certain set of O(n) nodes is called experts. The experts in round k get the belief bit of three randomly chosen experts in round k − 1 and update their belief bit to the majority bit of three. The fraction of experts for which the belief bit is different from the majority bit b is approximately squared in each round, and therefore, we need Θ(log log n) rounds in order to have no wrong experts since 2 −2 k = 1/n for k = log log n. We use a similar construction in the case of the asynchronous model, but the memory need is multiplied by a factor of order (log log n) 2 due to difficulties arising from the fact that there is no global clock and that the randomness of the Poisson clocks makes it harder for the nodes to keep track of time and know when the majority bit b has been found w.h.p. The fact that we get a memory threshold of order log log n in our lower bound is due to a somewhat related calculation. We divide the protocol into rounds consisting of one unit of time and argue that, if the frequency of certain states is > x in round k − 1, then the frequency is > cx 2 in round k w.h.p. for some constant c > 0, and we deduce from this that after log log n − c −1 rounds certain states will be present in the system no matter what the majority bit is. From the last statement, we get a memory requirement of at least log log n − c −1 .
Related Work
Prior work on majority consensus can be categorized by network model, consensus problem formulation, and cost metrics. In this work, we do not consider related problems, like leader election and plurality consensus (13) (14) (15) . There are two dominant communication/timing models in the literature: synchronous (discrete time) and asynchronous (continuous time). Synchronous models may allow nodes to communicate with multiple nodes per time step, whereas asynchronous models assume gossip communication where each node can contact at most one other node per communication event. Asynchronous models are generally more challenging to analyze because it is harder for nodes to coordinate their actions; our work assumes an asynchronous communication model. Cost metrics of interest typically include the probability of consensus, the communication cost, and the time to consensus, while constraints on communication and storage capacity are common. We summarize relevant results in Table 1 ; we use wall clock time to refer to the global convergence 
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This paper
We study approximate majority consensus (upper and lower bounds) under an asynchronous communication model. The number of nodes is denoted by n, the initial advantage is = p − 1 2 , and K, c are constants. Lower bounds should be interpreted as follows: any protocol consuming O(·) of one resource (e.g., storage) requires Ω(·) of another (e.g., time); upper bounds imply the existence of a protocol with resource costs in complexity class O(·). time (expected or w.h.p. depending on the paper). In population protocols, this is often called parallel convergence time, defined as the expected number of interactions needed for consensus divided by n. Since interactions happen concurrently in most population protocols, parallel time is related to wall clock time by a constant factor w.h.p. However, our model and protocols do not require nodes to communicate at each clock ring, and therefore, parallel time and wall clock time need not be proportional.
Much of the relevant work is related to population protocols (23) in which nodes (finite-state automata) engage in random pairwise interactions determined by a random scheduler and update their states according to the state machine. Majority consensus is widely studied under this model in two forms: exact majority refers to protocols that converge to the majority bit with probability 1, whereas approximate majority protocols can converge to the incorrect answer with positive (possibly vanishing) probability. We focus on approximate majority, which has received less attention.
To the best of our knowledge, relevant lower bounds have been proved only for exact consensus. Early papers in this space developed some of the proof techniques that were later used to derive lower time and communication complexity bounds for exact binary and plurality consensus (24, 25) . Notably, a series of papers (18) (19) (20) culminates in a recent result by Alistarh et al. (21) . They consider protocols that satisfy monotonicity and some output conditions and show that, for such protocols to achieve exact consensus in O(n 1−c ) parallel time for some c > 0, the memory needed is Ω(log n) states. We show that, under the assumptions of our model (in particular for constant), this is not true for approximate consensus; in a comparable asynchronous model, one can achieve consensus with O(log n) parallel time using only O((log log n) 3 ) states of memory and O(n) messages. Nonetheless, notice that our results assume that the initial advantage (fraction of nodes with the majority bit) is a constant; this is a stronger assumption than prior work in which the initial advantage can converge to zero. Studying the problem for vanishingly small is an interesting question, which we leave for future work.
Outline. We precisely define our model in The Model and give proof outlines for our main results in Proof Outlines. The full proofs can be found in the extended version of this paper (12) .
The Model
Consider a set of n nodes connected in a complete graph topology enumerated by [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. These indices are only for our own bookkeeping and cannot be used by nodes during the protocol. At any point in time, a node i ∈ [n] has a state chosen from a set S of cardinality s ∈ {2, 3, . . . }. We may assume that each state is a binary string of log 2 (s) bits. For a node i ∈ [n] and a time t ≥ 0, let σ(i, t) ∈ S denote the state of node i at time t. All logarithms that we consider throughout the paper will be in base 2 (i.e., log x = log 2 x for any x > 0).
At the beginning of the protocol, each node i is assigned a bit bi ∈ {0, 1}, which is stored in its memory. The state of i at time t = 0 can, for example, be represented as a single bit bi followed by log 2 (s) − 1 bits 0. Let b be the majority bit:
where #A ∈ N ∪ {0, ∞} denotes the cardinality of a set A and N = {1, 2, . . . }. Let p ∈ [1/2, 1] be the fraction of nodes for which bi = b: that is, p = n −1 · #{i ∈ [n] : bi = b}.
Each node i has an independent unit rate Poisson clock Pi . We identify Pi ⊂ R+ with the set of times that the clock rings. Whenever i's clock rings (i.e., at every time t ≥ 0 such that t ∈ Pi ), the node is allowed to communicate with another node. The node chooses based on its current state whether to initiate a communication with another node. In other words, there is a set of states S ⊂ S such that a node i ∈ [n] initiates a communication with another node j at time t ∈ Pi if and only if σ(i, t − ) ∈ S , where σ(i, t − ) ∈ S is the state of i infinitesimally before time t. The node j is always chosen uniformly at random from [n] \ {i} independently of all other randomness. For each i ∈ [n] and t ∈ Pi , let r(i, t) ∈ [n] denote the node that i would contact at time t if σ(i, t − ) ∈ S . The process of initiating a communication has unit cost.
When a connection is established between nodes i and j , each node observes the state of the other node, and the nodes update their states to reflect any new information gained during the interaction. The new states of the nodes are a deterministic function of the state of each node before the communication: that is, there is a function Λ : S × S → S 2 such that, if i was the initiator of the communication,
Let Λ1 : S × S → S and Λ2 : S × S → S denote the coordinate functions of Λ such that Λ(σ1, σ2) = (Λ1(σ1, σ2), Λ2(σ1, σ2)) for all σ1 ∈ S and σ2 ∈ S. Let Θi ⊂ N denote the set of times at which node i initiates a communication: that is, Θi = {t ∈ Pi : σ(i, t − ) ∈ S }. A node i that does not initiate a communication at time t ∈ Pi may also update its state. More precisely, there is a function ‡ Λ : S → S such that, if σ(i, t − ) / ∈ S (so that i does not communicate with any other node at time t), σ(i, t) = Λ (σ(i, t − )).
At any time t ≥ 0, each node i has an estimate for b, which we call the belief bit of i and denote by σ(i, t) ∈ {0, 1}. We have reached consensus when all nodes have belief bit equal to b for the remainder of the protocol: that is, consensus is reached at the time τconsensus defined by
where the infimum of an empty set is ∞. For t ≥ 0, let N (t) denote the number of communications initiated before or at time t: that is, N (t) = i∈[n] #(Θi ∩ [0, t]). The cost until consensus is the random variable Nconsensus defined by Nconsensus = N (τconsensus), and Nconsensus is the number of communications required to reach consensus. This notion is also commonly referred to as convergence in the literature.
Terminal consensus is a stronger notion of consensus. To define this, we first need to introduce the notion of a terminal state. A state σ ∈ S is a terminal state if a node in this state will never change state and never initiate further communications: that is, σ / ∈ S and Λ2(σ , σ) = σ, ∀σ ∈ S .
Let S∞ ⊂ S denote the (possibly empty) set of terminal states. We say that we have reached terminal consensus if all nodes are in a terminal state and have belief bit equal to b: that is, terminal consensus is reached at the time τ terminal defined by
where the infimum of an empty set is ∞. The cost until terminal consensus is the random variable Nconsensus defined by N terminal = N (τ terminal ).
Our goal is to find a protocol that achieves consensus or terminal consensus w.h.p. while minimizing communication cost (i.e., minimizing Nconsensus or N terminal ). Note that nodes have no perception of time other than the information stored in their memory. Nodes can obtain an estimate for the time by counting ‡ Note that for the asynchronous model defined here it is sufficient to define Λ | S\S .
However, we choose to let the domain of Λ be S since we use the same function for the synchronous model, which is defined later in this section. their own clock rings or by receiving such estimates from other nodes.
Stability. We say that a state is stable if a node in this state will always keep its belief bit for the remainder of the protocol. In other words, a state σ ∈ S is stable if a node i in this state at time t satisfies σ(i, s) = σ(i, t) for all s ≥ t, no matter which other nodes it communicates with at times > t. The set of stable states is a subset of the set of passive states. When we reach consensus (as defined by τconsensus), all nodes have belief bit equal to the majority bit, but the nodes are not necessarily aware that they have identified the majority bit. A node in a terminal state, on the other hand, never updates its belief bit and is, therefore, stable. Notice that, when we reach terminal consensus, all nodes are in stable states, but this is not necessarily the case when we reach consensus. Not all stable states are terminal states since nodes in stable states may change their state (only the belief bit must stay fixed), and they may initiate communications with other nodes.
Proof Outlines
In Simple Upper Bound for s = C (log n) 2 and Upper Bound for s = C (log log n) 3 , we describe the consensus protocols used to prove our upper bounds in the proposition and Theorem 1, respectively, along with a proof sketch. We then provide a proof sketch for the lower bound in Theorem 2 in Lower-Bound Proof Sketch. Full proofs can be found in the extended version (12) .
Both the upper bounds that we present rely on the fact that it is more efficient in terms of communication to have a few nodes learn a good estimate of the true bit and then, have those nodes share this information with the other nodes. This strategy uses less communication than a majority of three protocol, where every node tries to learn the true bit.
Simple Upper Bound for s = C (log n) 2 . The upper bound relies on different nodes playing different roles as we describe. All of the nodes are assigned types that describe their behavior: aspirant, expert, regular, or terminal. Aspirants aspire to be experts, and experts are the knowledgeable nodes that first learn and then spread information about the correct bit. A key challenge is ensuring that experts communicate enough to first learn the correct bit and then disseminate it without wasting unnecessary communication. We describe the four phases of the protocol and the behavior of each type of node (Figs. 2-4 ). The phases are partly overlapping in time due to the asynchronous nature of the communications. Fig. 4 illustrates how the fraction of nodes in each state evolves for a simulation of n = 1, 000 nodes with initial majority fraction p = 0.7. Fig. 2 shows an illustration of the phases, and Fig. 3 shows how the nodes move from one role to the next in different phases of the protocol. Expert selection phase. Since we are not allowed to designate certain nodes as experts a priori and the nodes do not have 2 : the estimation phase, the pushing phase, and the pulling phase. In the estimation phase, each expert asks C log n nodes for their bit, and each expert calculates the majority bit among the asked nodes. In the pushing phase, each expert informs log n nodes about the bit calculated in the estimation phase, and these nodes become terminal nodes. Finally, in the pulling phase, uninformed nodes initiate communications (comm.) until they encounter a terminal node. internal randomness, the nodes rely on the randomness of the bits assigned to them to choose their roles. When the protocol begins at time t = 0, all of the nodes are aspirants that may become experts. Each aspirant i repeatedly obtains an ordered tuple of bits (b , b ) by asking two other uniformly chosen nodes for their belief bit in consecutive clock rings. If it observes log log n tuples (0, 1) before the first tuple (1, 0), then it becomes an expert; otherwise, it becomes a regular node.
Note that each time a node obtains a tuple (b , b ), it is equally likely that (b , b ) = (0, 1) and that (b , b ) = (1, 0) [von Neumann's unbiasing (26) ]. Therefore an aspirant turns into an expert with probability 0.5 log log n ≈ 1/ log n, and therefore, we create approximately n/ log n experts w.h.p. Estimation phase. After the experts are designated, each expert i contacts a uniformly chosen node j at each of C log n consecutive clock rings and stores the initial bit bj of each node j . At the end of the estimation phase, the expert i calculates the majority bit among the bj , and this becomes the new belief bit of i. We choose C = 10 2 . By a Chernoff bound and a union bound, w.h.p. all of the experts estimate the majority bit correctly in the estimation phase. Pushing phase. Each expert i initiates a communication with a uniformly sampled node j at each of log n consecutive clock rings. The expert i sends its estimate of the majority bit to j , and j adopts this estimate and becomes a terminal node. Terminal nodes do not initiate any communications and do not change their state if other nodes initiate communications with them. After the log n clock rings, i also becomes a terminal node. Since there are Θ(n/ log n) experts and each expert contacts log n nodes, one can argue that w.h.p. a constant fraction of the nodes becomes a terminal node in this phase. Pulling phase. Each regular node i initiates a communication with another node every log n clock rings § until it encounters a terminal node j . When i succeeds, it adopts the estimate of j for the majority bit and becomes a terminal node. The protocol ends when all of the nodes are terminal.
The communication cost in this phase is O(n) since a uniformly positive fraction of the nodes is terminal nodes at the beginning of the phase, and therefore, the number of trials of each regular node is stochastically dominated by a geometric random variable with uniformly positive success probability, which has expectation O(1). Memory usage. Among the four types of nodes that we have introduced, the experts require the most memory. They use Θ( C log n) states to count time during the estimation phase, and they use Θ( C log n) states to store the initial bits of nodes encountered during this phase, which gives a total of Θ(( C log n) 2 ) states of memory. Simulations. To illustrate this scheme's practical performance, we compare it in simulation with the well-studied best of three polling protocol (11) , where each node polls three nodes in suc- § In fact, regular nodes initiate a communication with another node every log n clock rings throughout the full protocol. However, only in the pulling phase and the latter part of the estimation phase are they likely to encounter a terminal node.
cessive clock rings and updates its belief bit to the majority vote of the polled bits (code available in ref. 27) . Although such protocols have order-optimal convergence times, they are not designed to optimize communication cost. Fig. 5 compares the average number of communications (15 trials) needed to reach stable consensus for both protocols since best of three polling never reaches terminal consensus. We use an initial advantage of = 0.2 for both protocols. Although our proofs use C = 10 2 , we empirically find C = 7 to work well (the protocol consistently converges correctly). = C(log log n) 3 . The protocol used to prove Theorem 1 has a more complex structure than the protocol analyzed in the proposition. Like the previous protocol, the protocol proceeds in phases: an expert selection phase followed by an estimation phase, a pushing phase, and a pulling phase. However, in this phase, due to tighter memory constraints, nodes are unable to count high enough to execute the previous protocol; recall that some phases lasted Θ(log n) clock rings. To deal with this issue, the estimation phase is subdivided into shorter rounds, with expert nodes in each round. Since each round must use less communication than in the previous protocol, a single round makes only partial progress toward probabilistic consensus.
Upper Bound for s
The majority of three experts at round m is used to create experts in the round m + 1, similar to the procedure of majority of three protocols (11, (28) (29) (30) . Since there must be fewer round m + 1 experts than round m experts, the experts spread their bit during the round using rumor spreading to maintain the fraction of experts. After a sufficient number of rounds has been completed, the experts in the final level push their bit out as in the previous protocol.
Due to the asynchronous nature of the Poisson clocks, the phases (and rounds) are partly overlapping in time; the main technical challenge is designing a scheme that is robust to these overlaps and proving such robustness. At any point in time, each node is one of the following types: aspirant, expert, expert candidate, regular, informed, or terminal. Expert selection phase. All nodes are aspirants in the beginning of the expert selection phase. The purpose of this phase is to select ∼n2 −K level 0 experts for K = Θ(log log n). Nodes that do not become experts become regular nodes. The selection of experts is done by von Neumann unbiasing. Estimation phase. The estimation phase consists of M = 2 log log n rounds. Level m is associated with a set of ∼n2 −K nodes that we call level m experts. As before, a node may become a level m expert on being contacted by at least three level m − 1 experts or on being contacted by one level m expert. There are ∼n2 −3K level m experts of the former kind, and their belief bit is obtained by calculating the majority bit among the three belief bits received from level m − 1 experts. Each of these level m experts creates ∼2 2K new level m experts by "rumor spreading" their belief bit for 2K clock rings. As in the synchronous case, w.h.p. all level M experts will identify the majority bit b. At the end of the estimation phase, all level M experts become informed nodes.
One substantial challenge is the creation of level m experts from level m − 1 experts. At first glance, one might think that a level m expert could be created when (for instance) three level m − 1 experts contact a node. However, since different nodes are at different levels, this event is unlikely and will, therefore, generate too few experts. Hence, we introduce the notion of an expert candidate. A node must remain an expert candidate for a sufficient amount of time to allow other level m − 1 experts to contact it. However, it should not remain an expert candidate indefinitely. We let an expert candidate convert to a regular node after Θ((log log n) 2 ) clock rings, which gives sufficient time to be contacted by three level m − 1 experts since this is the duration of the estimation phase for most nodes. Pushing phase. Informed nodes spread the bit b until a constant fraction of the nodes is terminal nodes with the bit b. More precisely, every time the clock of an informed node rings, it contacts a uniformly chosen node, and if this node is a regular node, it transforms into an informed node. Similarly as in the synchronous model, the spreading slows down when a sufficiently high fraction of the nodes is terminal nodes since an informed node transforms into a terminal node when it contacts a terminal node. Pulling phase. Throughout the protocol, each regular node initiates a communication every Θ((log log n) 2 ) clock rings until it encounters a terminal node, on which it also becomes a terminal node. By comparison with geometric random variables as before, we get that the number of communications in this phase is O(n). Memory usage. Among the six types of nodes that we have introduced, the expert candidates require the most memory: They use Θ((log log n) 2 ) states to count down time to the conversion to a regular node and Θ(log log n) states to store the level number for a total of Θ((log log n) 3 ) states of memory.
Lower-Bound Proof Sketch. In this section, we outline the proof of the lower bound (Theorem 2). The notion of passive and active states plays an essential role. A state σ ∈ S is passive if a node in this state will not initiate communication prior to another node contacting it. A state is called active if it is not passive. Communication cost 10 8 Best-of-three polling Our simple protocol Fig. 5 . Number of communications needed to reach stable consensus for our simple protocol (Simple Upper Bound for s = C (log n) 2 ) and best of three polling assuming an initial majority fraction p = 0.7. As the number of nodes n grows, communication savings become more pronounced, with best of three polling surpassing our proposed protocol around n = 10 5 . Note that with our improved protocol [Upper Bound for s = C(log log n) 3 ], we expect to see a further improvement in the communication cost for large values of n. Passive states are essential for reducing the communication cost in Simple Upper Bound for s = C (log n) 2 and Upper Bound for s = C (log log n) 3 . On the other hand, as we discuss below, it is costly to have many nodes in passive states unless they have a correct estimate for the majority bit. Summary. Our lower bound considers two cases: 1) no passive state occurs, and 2) at least one passive state occurs with positive probability. The first case is straightforward. If all of the nodes are active, we can lower bound each node's rate of communication and relate this to the overall communication cost by using a simple lower bound on the time to consensus. Since #S = s, active nodes must be involved in a communication (either as initiator or recipient) at least every s clock rings. This follows because active nodes eventually communicate even without being contacted by another node; the only way for them to know when to communicate is by counting clock rings. Since they can only count up to s, they must communicate at least once every s clock rings.
For the second case, if there is even one node in a passive state, we show that there must be many nodes (at least n 0.9 ) in that passive state w.h.p., regardless of the true majority bit. Roughly, this follows because s is (comparatively) small, and therefore, all states that are attained with positive probability will appear in large numbers after s clock rings. The lower bound follows because all nodes in a passive state with the wrong belief bit must be reached by a correct node; the required communication can be bounded with a coupon collector argument. More detailed sketch. Let S0 ⊂ S be a set of all states that are attained with positive probability: that is,
Consider two cases: 1) all nodes are active almost surely (all states in S0 are active), and 2) nodes in passive states arise with positive probability (S0 contains at least one passive state).
For case 1, we know that, even if all nodes were to initiate a communication every time their clock rings, w.h.p. there are nodes that do not communicate a single time before time t = Ω(log n). Therefore, τconsensus = Ω(log n) w.h.p. This implies the theorem in case 1 since we have n nodes that communicate for time τconsensus = Ω(log n) at rate at least 1/s, and therefore, the total number of communications is Ω(ns −1 log n).
In case 2, we show that, if σ0 ∈ S0 is passive, then w.h.p. there are n 0.9 nodes ¶ in state σ0 at time s independently of whether the true majority bit b = 0 or b = 1. We first explain how to conclude the proof after we have established this result. If b = σ(i, t) for a node i in state σ0 at time t, then to reach consensus, all of the n 0.9 nodes with state ¶ The exponent 0.9 is arbitrary; we can obtain any fixed power of n by adjusting the constant c. σ0 must be reached by other nodes to reach consensus. By a coupon collector argument, Θ(n 0.1 n 0.9 log n 0.9 ) = Θ(n log n) communications are necessary to reach the n 0.9 nodes (31).
To prove that there are n 0.9 nodes in state σ0 at time s, we show that w.h.p. for all σ ∈ S0 (passive or not) there are at least n 0.9 nodes in state σ at time s. Let A(0) ⊂ S be the set of the two initial states that the nodes can take at time t = 0. We define A(k ) ⊂ S inductively as the set of states that may be attained from states in A(k − 1) [i.e., the set of all possible states that may arise from any set of nodes with states in A(k − 1) after a single clock ring]. We note that A(k ) is obtained deterministically from A(k − 1) and does not depend on the realizations of the clock rings, communications, or the majority bit. Also, the number of elements in A(k ) is increasing with k since it is always possible that a node does not change state after a clock ring (e.g., if it was not involved with either the clock ring or any resulting communication). We use this fact and the bound on the total number of states, #S0 ≤ s, to show that in fact A(k ) = S0 for all k ≥ s.
We see that all states in S0 can be present after the sth clock ring, regardless of whether the majority bit b = 0 or b = 1. Indeed, one can show something stronger: not only are all states in S0 possible after s clock rings, but they are present w.h.p. for n large enough. As a result, we cannot have any states that are stable in S0 (i.e., states that never change their belief bit). If a stable state σ was present, then we could choose majority bit b not equal to the belief bit of σ; since σ appears w.h.p., consensus could not occur. Thus, nodes in a passive state with the incorrect belief bit must be contacted to achieve consensus.
To show that for all σ ∈ S0, there are at least n 0.9 nodes in state σ at time s, consider the deterministic set A(k − 1) at time k − 1. Suppose that each of the states in A(k − 1) occurs with frequency at least a k −1 (i.e., in at least na k −1 nodes) at time k − 1 as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Then, w.h.p. all states in A(k ) are found in the protocol at time k with frequency at least c0a 2 k −1 for some constant c0 > 0. To see why this is true, we consider all possible interactions between pairs of states in A(k − 1) in the unit time interval between k − 1 and k . Let σ1 ∈ A(k − 1). Then, if the node in state σ1 initiates communication, the probability that it interacts with some state in A(k − 1) is at least a k −1 . Therefore, the frequency of states in A(k ) that will be present at time k is at least cna 2 k −1 w.h.p., where the constant c depends on the various probabilities of communications happening during that unit time interval from k to k + 1. Applying this bound on the frequency of states from A(k ) iteratively and using s ≤ log log n − c −1 , we get that all states in S0 = A(s) are found with frequency at least (c ) 2 s > n −1 · n 0.9 at time s for a constant c > 0 w.h.p. Since this holds for any state σ ∈ S0, it holds in particular for passive states, which gives the result.
Data Availability Statement. Code for simulations related to this paper are available in GitHub (27) . Complete proofs of all theorems stated in our paper can be found in ref. 12. 
